Issue 44, 19 December 2011

Merry Christmas
We have something very special for our readers today - a ready-made high-income stock portfolio
prepared by our very own stockbroker hall-of-famer Paul Rickard. We plan to keep track of how this
portfolio performs, so make sure you see what stocks are inside it. Also in the Switzer Super report, I
talk about the incredible value in the market, we take a look at why Aussie banks have outperformed
the ASX 200 and whether this trend will continue, and we run you over the things you should consider
before putting property in your SMSF.
Enjoy today's report. Please check the last page for the dates we'll be sending out the Switzer Super
Report over Christmas and the New Year. Merry Christmas!
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Europe concerns vs incredible value
by Peter Switzer
The worst of the stock market this year came after
early August when the combined incompetence and
political stupidity of European and US politicians saw
our S&P/ASX 200 fall around 500 points in a week to
hit a low of 3,986.
The fear and loathing continued with Greek debt
dramas spreading to Italy, causing another low of
3,836.9 to be delivered on 26 September. We are now
at 4,159.2 – that’s more than a 300-point buffer! But
we are once again in the hands of European Union
and US politicians and that partly explains why we
seemed locked in no-man’s land.
The best portrayal of this locked-in zone is the S&P
500 which just can’t break out of the 1,250-1,270 cap
on its progress. This numerically explains what’s
happening right now. Professionals know there is
unbelievable value in stocks if you have a long-term
view, but right now the eurozone doubts mean there
could easily be sell-offs and so traders, along with
other short-term players, buy on the dips and won’t
take many risks on the high side.
Is the bull market coming?
Unfortunately for those of us hanging out for the
inevitable market rebound and the commencement of
a bull market, not enough has been done in Europe to
bring those in cash and bonds back to stocks.
The poor old Yanks love a Santa Claus rally, but it
looks like the EU and Angela Merkel of Germany have
stolen Christmas for the optimists out there. The
German Chancellor plays a long game of discipline,
which makes sense under most circumstances, but
the current predicament the world is in requires
monetary stimulation and support for banks; as ANZ
boss Mike Smith says, credit markets are starting to
resemble those in 2008 when Lehman Brothers
failed.

If he is right, then the Germans will have to give in
and spend some money to kick-start a Europe already
heading into recession.
Over the weekend, the Dow lost only two points or so
and is now at 11,866.39, but the Australian market
has been performing dismally today. Stocks aren’t
being helped by the impacts of continual downgrades
by ratings agencies for countries as well as banks
along with a failure to lower European bond yields.
“The risk of a disorderly sovereign debt unwind in
Europe is very high,” Bruno Del Ama, CEO of Global
X Management in New York said on CNBC. “The
market realises that and is pricing it in.”
Doubt is holding back gains and while Wall Street has
started higher for most of the week, the question
marks are just too valuable for those who short-sell or
who are taking profits.
Many investment companies are squaring up their
books and this doesn’t help enthusiasm to buy. And in
the end, the Europeans and even the US politicians
with their arguments over the deficit have given
nothing to promote stock-buying enthusiasm.
Symbolic of the challenges for the market to go higher
was the Fitch downgrade of the moneymaking
machine called Goldman Sachs! This reflects how
difficult financial markets are expected to be!
Rally drivers
Finally, for those long-term investors needing some
optimism before I go, Tobias Levkovich, chief US
equity strategist at Citi Investment Research, told
CNBC that there are “six forces” that will kick-off a
big bull market in 12 to 18 months time.
And that could be the amount of time it takes to get
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some sense out of the politicians and regulators in
Europe and in that time, the USA will have a new
Congress and maybe a new president!
So what were those six forces? Try these:
1. A US housing recovery
2. US energy independence
3. A manufacturing renaissance in the US
4. Fiscal reform
5. Technological gains with smart phones
6. And an investment group in their late 30s to
rival the good old baby boomers!
That’s Gen X to the rescue, and the fact they could
have learnt something from their baby boomer
parents is a nice a thought.
If this guy is right, then it confirms that current stock
values are outrageously low.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For
this reason, any individual should, before acting,
consider the appropriateness of the information,
having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial
situation and needs and, if necessary, seek
appropriate professional advice.
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Our high-income portfolio
by Paul Rickard
As the ‘euromess’ meanders along and interest rates
in Australia fall and are set to fall further, a top of
mind question for many DIY super trustees is: how do
I select an income-biased portfolio of stocks to help
ride out the storm? An effective after tax yield of 7%
per annum provides quite a bit of downside
protection – particularly over a medium-term
horizon.
It is no surprise that the secret to an income-biased
portfolio lies in a balanced portfolio of stocks paying
franked dividend yields. To recap on the effectiveness
of franked dividends in super, a fully franked
dividend yield of 6% pa is worth 7.29% in the
accumulation phase and 8.57% in the pension phase
of your SMSF.
After tax yield in accumulation After tax yield
in pension

Although not universally true, a clear take is that the
sectors trading on the highest PEs tend to have the
lowest weighted average dividend yields, and vice
versa. With the two dominant sectors (Financials and
Materials) accounting for almost 60% of the index,
any sector allocation starts with these. Further, any
material re-allocation away from their index weights
increases the chance of significant under or over
performance of the portfolio compared to the market.
Although I’m creating an income portfolio, I still want
the opportunity to participate in a broad-based
market recovery. Accordingly, I’m going to apply the
following rules:

Sector weighting
So, to the portfolio. I will use a ‘top down’ approach,
which starts by looking at a sector allocation and then
moving on to the individual stocks. The latest ASX
data shows that the stocks that comprise the
S&P/ASX 200 are trading at an historic price to
earnings ratio (PE) of 12.7, with a weighted average
dividend yield of 4.68%. Within the individual
sectors, the picture looks as follows:

1. With the big four sectors (Financials,
Consumer Staples, Energy and Materials) –
the first two arguably more defensive sectors,
and the latter two more growth orientated –
I’m not going to move more than 33% away
from their index weight;
2. Although Property Trusts have a reasonable
running yield, there is no tax advantage in
superannuation, so I’m going to ignore these;
3. The IT sector is too small and I’m no real fan
of the Consumer Discretionary sector or the
Industrials sector, so I’m going to keep
largely indexweight in these sectors.
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Stock allocation
Now to the stocks. I’m after around 15 to 20 (less than
10 is too small, more than 25 is too hard to keep track
of). There are industries that, at least in an Australian
context, are chronic underperformers, so I’m not
interested in stocks from the airline, insurance,
building materials or steel industries. I’m going to
confine my portfolio to the ASX 100 (that doesn’t
mean that there aren’t some fantastic smaller
companies), and of course, I am looking for
companies that pay franked dividends.
In the Financials, I’m sticking with the majors,
avoiding insurances and the minor banks (however,
Bendigo is worth considering). I’m not keen on
Consumer Discretionary and staying underweight,
and despite the selloff in JB Hi-Fi on Friday,
marginally lean to David Jones.
Ramsay’s high PE doesn’t put me off, and in both
Materials and Energy, it’s hard to go past the industry
leaders. The same goes for Telecommunications with
Telstra.
While the relative individual stock weightings are
largely aligned to their index weighting, I also apply a
qualitative overlay about the company’s management
and the track record in delivering consistent earnings.
There are often good reasons why some stocks always
trade on a higher PE than their peers (eg.
Commonwealth Bank vs National Australia Bank).
The high-income portfolio
My high income portfolio (per $100,000 invested) is
as follows:

The portfolio is trading on a forecast PE of 11.4 (based
on the consensus forecasts from FN Arena, prices as
at 15 December), and a dividend yield of 5.82%.
Within accumulation, this is an expected after-tax
yield of 6.87% pa, and 8.08% pa in pension.
Clearly, a critical assumption is the movement away
from index weight for the major sectors. If this was
50%, and the portfolio’s weighting in financials was
increased, I could increase the yield (and arguably the
risk) – however the portfolio may not participate in
any sustained market rally.
The portfolio is benchmarked for 15 December 2011 –
we will track its performance and report back in
upcoming editions of the Switzer Super Report.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For
this reason, any individual should, before acting,
consider the appropriateness of the information,
having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial
situation and needs and, if necessary, seek
appropriate professional advice.
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Banking on the Big Four is as good a bet as any
by Vas Kolesnikoff
This year, SMSF trustees will observe an interesting
phenomenon in the results of the Big Four banks and
how the banks rewarded their executives. The basic
banking model of borrowing money and then lending
it at a higher interest rate to make a profit continues
to generate relatively superior returns to investors,
and apparently irrespective of the challenging and
volatile global economic environment.
Why the Big Four outperform
The table below illustrates how the Big Four banks
have performed over the last 10 years. Of note, is the
dominance of the Big Four banks in comprising one
quarter of the total size of the market for the top 200
companies listed on the Australian Stock Exchange.
The total returns to investors from the banks
compared with that of the index shows that holding
shares in the Big Four banks outperforms a holding of
the S&P/ASX 200 index.
Over the last five years, the index produced a negative
1.33% total return, meaning that once you add your
capital gains or losses to dividends and any bonus
issues, a superannuation investor has lost a portion of
the principal set aside for retirement and also
received no income.
However, if an SMSF held the Big Four banks only,
then they would be slightly ahead, courtesy of
Commonwealth Bank (CBA) and Westpac (WBC),
while National Australia Bank (NAB) lost more for
investors than the index and ANZ Bank (ANZ) was
roughly at breakeven. Over a three-year period,
namely the period since the worst of the Global
Financial Crisis in 2008, the banks have significantly

These results seem to suggest that an investment in
the Big Four banks in Australia by an SMSF is better
than handing over your superannuation to a managed
index fund. Furthermore, in a period of such
significant global uncertainty and financial market
volatility, an investment in the Big Four banks
appears to be as good a bet as any. So why is that?
What the future holds for the Big Four
Some clues can be found in the 2011 results of the
Commonwealth Bank and its executive remuneration.
The bank reported a profit of $6.3 billion, however, it
ranked fourth in customer satisfaction. The reason for
this is that about one year ago, Commonwealth Bank
was the first to increase interest rates ahead of the
Reserve Bank, which yielded substantial income
directly to its bottom line (up to 5%). While financial
targets and 13% earnings growth were achieved for
purposes of executive bonuses, customer satisfaction
targets for executives were not. Nevertheless, the
board exercised its discretion to pay bonuses in
respect of customer satisfaction, citing the poor
customer reaction to the interest rate increase. In
effect, executives had their cake and ate it too.
On 6 December 2011, the Reserve Bank reduced
interest rates by 0.25 percentage points, although the
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Big Four banks were reluctant to immediately pass on
the benefit to customers because of the significant
impact on bottom-line earnings. Subsequently, Mike
Smith stated that ANZ Bank will in the future
independently determine interest rates charged to
customers, highlighting that changes in Reserve Bank
monetary policy to stimulate the Australian economy
will instead be screened through the profit targets of
the Big Four banks. In the short-term, this may be
positive for investors, however, if the economy does
not receive its stimulus, then the medium and
longer-term effects are less favourable.

consider the appropriateness of the information,
having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial
situation and needs and, if necessary, seek
appropriate professional advice.

Accordingly, the ability of bank executives to withhold
benefits to customers through rate decreases, and
increase the financial cost to customers through
higher rate increases, demonstrates relative strength
in Big Four bank earnings in Australia. It also
highlights how the reward structure of bank
executives will ensure that interest rate benefits to
customers will be at the mercy of increasing banking
profits and executive bonuses, and not necessarily
favourable for the broader economy.
While the profit profile of banks appears asymmetric,
it is coupled with a relative safe harbour status due to
their combined dominance in the Australian
economy. This is evidenced by the guarantee of bank
borrowings provided by the Commonwealth
Government during the Global Financial Crisis.
Absent such support, the banking system may have
collapsed as it struggled to access capital markets for
further funding to continue their banking businesses;
that is, to continue to borrow in order to on-lend at a
profit.
Banking executives will continue to receive
substantial bonuses as bank earnings continue to be
managed by juggling interest rates. Meanwhile, some
risks for investors are managed by the
Commonwealth Government.
Vas Kolesnikoff is the chief executive of the Australian
Shareholder’s Association.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For
this reason, any individual should, before acting,
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The broker wrap: risk aversion rules stocks
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Investa Office (IOF) was the only play to receive
two upgrades, both JP Morgan and Deutsche Bank
lifting ratings to Buy from Hold. For JP Morgan, the
call is valuation inspired after recent relative
underperformance, while Deutsche sees reduced
execution risk and some growth prospects following
offshore asset sales and a share buyback. The
upgrades follow a similar move the previous week by
UBS.
On the downgrade side, Amcor (AMC) saw a cut to
a Neutral rating by Citi given the current share price
represents a premium on the broker’s numbers. Citi
made a similar change with respect to Ansell (ANN),
again on the basis the current share price is a stretch
relative to valuation even allowing for the possibility
its current earnings guidance might turn out to be
conservative.

What’s Hot? Risk Aversion. What’s not? Risk. The
past week saw the eight brokers in the FNArena
database downgrade recommendations on 16 stocks
while lifting only three. Total Buy ratings now stand
at 56.6%, down from 57.1% last week.
Among the upgrades was ANZ Banking Group
(ANZ), BA Merrill Lynch upgrading it to a Buy from
Neutral on both valuation grounds and expectations
Asia will provide solid growth opportunities for the
bank. ANZ is now the broker’s top pick in the sector.
A full review of Cochlear’s (COH) prospects sees
Macquarie upgrade it to an Outperform from Neutral
despite cuts to earnings estimates and its price target
to reflect manufacturing issues, supply constraints
and product recalls. The upgrade is a valuation call,
Macquarie seeing the stock as attractive at current
levels given recent share price weakness.

APA (APA) has made an offer for Hastings
Diversified (HDF) and this has prompted both Citi
and BA-ML to downgrade ratings, the former to
Neutral and the latter to Underperform. While the
associated sale of AllGas is viewed positively, the
possibility a higher offer may be needed and some
valuation concerns post recent share price gains is
enough to see both brokers adopt more conservative
views.
Commonwealth Property Office (CPA) has
enjoyed some gains of late and this has created some
valuation issues for both Credit Suisse and JP
Morgan. The former has moved to Underperform and
the latter to Neutral as both now see better value
elsewhere in the sector.
A review by Deutsche Bank left the broker with the
view competition is increasing in some of CSL’s
(CSL) markets, a concern that was enough for the
broker to downgrade it to Hold. The downgrade also
reflects recent share price outperformance.
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JB Hi-Fi (JBH) surprised the market on Thursday by
cutting its earnings guidance, citing ongoing price
deflation and tough competition. Brokers have
responded by cutting earnings estimates and price
targets, with Citi, JP Morgan and UBS all
downgrading ratings as well. JP Morgan moves to
Underweight, the other two brokers to Neutral
recommendations.
Valuation has been the driver of Credit Suisse’s
downgrade on Mirvac (MGR) to Neutral, the broker
similarly cutting its rating on Stockland (SGP) to
Underperform following recent share price
movements.

on a daily basis. The eight experts are: BA-Merrill
Lynch, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP Morgan,
Macquarie, RBS and UBS.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For
this reason, any individual should, before acting,
consider the appropriateness of the information,
having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial
situation and needs and, if necessary, seek
appropriate professional advice.

As brokers continue to adjust numbers for Telecom
New Zealand (TEL) to account for the recent
de-merger, RBS has gone a step further and
downgraded it to a Sell, this reflecting recent relative
outperformance post the de-merger.
An asset tour saw UBS adjust numbers for
Wesfarmers (WES) and downgrade it to Neutral on
valuation grounds.
A similar review of prospects for Ten Network
(TEN) saw Deutsche downgrade it to a Sell based on
increased overall risk and volatility for earnings in the
shorter-term.

Note: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers
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Is property a good investment for my SMSF?
by Tony Negline
For over 30 years, real estate was a niche asset class
for SMSFs and was primarily used by small business
owners who would put their business premises into
their fund. But these days, SMSF property
investments are growing rapidly and, while property
can be an attractive asset class, there are some
important things you need to consider before
deciding if such an asset is right for your portfolio.
According to ATO stats, about 12% of SMSF assets in
June 2004 were in direct property. By June 2011, the
percentage had increased to 14% and it’s set to grow
larger.
Three obvious reasons for this increased popularity
are the more accommodating super gearing rules,
various stamp duty exemptions available in some
States, and the lousy state of worldwide share
markets over the last five years.
For many people, property can be a great investment.
But if you’re thinking about owning property in your
SMSF, there are a few issues you need to consider
that go beyond capital gains and rental returns –
especially if you plan to start paying a pension. You’ll
need to exercise some care and foresight.
Is property right for you?
Pensions involve the payment of income and there are
two ways to pay that income. Your super fund can
either earn income, which it then pays to you, or it
can use some of its assets to pay you that income. As
I’ve pointed out before, in my view, it’s better to have
your super fund earn income, which it then pays to
you because this will help your retirement assets last
longer.
Under the super laws, the rate that minimum income
has to be paid from a pension increases with age.
Below age 65, only 4% of the market value of your

fund’s assets have to be paid. By age 75 the minimum
increases to 6%. (By the by, special rules apply to
these minimum pension amounts for the 2012 and
2012 financial years, click here for more information.)
This means your super fund has to either find
increasing amounts of income to pay your pension or
sell more and more of its assets to pay you that
income.
According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics, the
average return on Australian residential property over
the last twenty-five years has never been above 4%
per annum. This is a gross return – that is, before
allowing for any costs such as agent fees or
maintenance or repairs.
It’s reasonable to conclude that at some time your
super fund’s property won’t deliver sufficient income
and others sources of income will have to be found to
be paid as pension income.
In many cases, real estate investments in SMSFs often
represent the largest proportion of the fund’s assets.
These three issues – the lumpy size of the asset, the
income generated, and the increasing income needed
to pay a pension – it’s reasonable to assume that at
some point in time the property will have to be sold so
you can receive your pension income.
I have seen many situations where SMSFs with
property haven’t had sufficient cash to pay the
minimum pension and have had to sell their property
quickly. Unfortunately, property can often take weeks
or months to sell.
You might think an easy way around the problem is to
simply ignore the minimum income payment
requirements until the property can be sold for the
right price so you avoid a fire-sale situation.
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Before the issuance of a draft Tax Ruling in July 2011,
many in the super industry would have agreed with
you. But as detailed in Draft tax rules have SMSFs up
in arms, your super fund no longer has such luxuries.
The Tax Office argues that a pension won’t have been
paid if the minimum hasn’t been met, and this has
significant income tax implications for your super
fund.
The super laws demand that you prepare an
investment strategy for your super fund taking into
account the likely cash flow needs of the fund and that
this strategy is always up to date. When you’re
working on your investment strategy you’ll need to
give some thought to how your pension and property
investments will go smoothly together.
Important information: This content has been
prepared without taking account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular
individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For
this reason, any individual should, before acting,
consider the appropriateness of the information,
having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial
situation and needs and, if necessary, seek
appropriate professional advice.
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The week ahead
Australia
Monday 19 December: Population data (June quarter)
Wednesday 21 December: Reserve Bank Board minutes
Overseas
Tuesday 20 December: US Housing starts (November)
Tuesday 20 December: US Building Permits (November)
Wednesday 21 December: US Existing Home Sales (November)
Thursday 22 December: US GDP (September quarter)
Thursday 22 December: US Leading Indicators (November)
Friday 23 December: US New Home Sales (November)
Friday 23 December: US Durable Goods Orders (November)

Did you know?
Many DIY super funds end up taking large tax hits because of mistakes trustees make when running their fund.
To avoid this, read our page on How your SMSF is taxed.
Christmas and New Year
The year is winding down and the Switzer Super Report will now move to a holiday schedule over Christmas and
the New Year. Don't miss these two special editions:
Thursday 29 December - The Year that Was: The best calls of 2011.
Thursday 5 January - The 2012 SMSF and stock market outlook.
The Report will return to normal scheduling on Monday 9 January.
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